
 

 
 

Freshman Year English Literature I: Summer Reading Assignment 
 

Welcome to the SJP’s Freshman Literature class! This summer, you are assigned three books to 
begin this course’s array of literature from American and British authors with various historical and 
cultural contexts. You will also complete some written assignments to begin building the close 
reading and writing skills that we will develop throughout the school year. The required summer 
reading books are listed below, followed by the assignments that should be completed during the 
reading process. 
 
If you have any questions please feel free to contact Ms. Gustin at julia.gustin@saintjosephprep.org .  
 
Required Reading:  

● I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (ISBN: 978-0345514400)  
● Their Eyes Were Watching God (ISBN: 978-0060838676)  
● Of Mice and Men (ISBN: 978-0143117209) 

 
Tasks: 

1. Please reference the attached annotation checklist and while you read, annotate your book 
as you go. This is intended to encourage active reading in which you are engaged in the 
material and noting important developments or literary elements. 
 

2. For each of the books listed above, please choose THREE QUOTATIONS that you feel are 
particularly significant to the text.  

a. These can be quotations that you feel demonstrate a vital part of a character’s 
identity, illustrate a particular theme in the story, or indicate the symbolic meaning 
of an aspect of the text. 
 

3. Once you have chosen the three quotes per text, please write a paragraph for each quote 
in which you analyze and explain the significance of that quote to the text.  You should 
consider questions like: Why is it so important in order to understand the character’s 
development? What about this quote showcases a theme particularly well? Why would the 
author include this symbol in the work? 

 
 
Please review the following definitions to help you in your analysis of themes and quotes: 

● Theme: A central idea and the underlying meaning or message in a work of literature.  
 

● Symbol: An object, action, event, etc.  that means something more than its literal meaning, 
representing something more significant to the work than it may initially seem. 
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